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Abstract
    Museums collect and preserve natural and cultural
heritage. Although contemporary information systems
are used for managing and exhibiting collections, they
have been designed from the viewpoint of supporting
practices and methods from the renaissance period.
This makes digitizing and innovating new services chal-
lenging. In this paper, we focus on the first step in de-
veloping digital services in museums and conduct a two-
part exploratory survey on 58 experts (directors, collec-
tion and exhibition curators, IT experts) to understand
their perceptions on different challenges of digitizing,
innovating and creating e-services. The experts first
identified different IS related challenges and then se-
lected the most significant ones. Our findings thus pro-
vide insights not only about the challenges but also show
how their perceived importance vary between the expert
groups. These insights help researchers and practition-
ers to study and develop methods and means to digitize
and innovate in museums and other organizations with
very long traditions, and thus, with strong culture of do-
ing things in an old way.
1. Introduction
Museums seek to collect and preserve natural and
cultural heritage and convey the understanding of their
collections to various audiences. Since 1960’s, the tra-
ditional methods, originally from the renaissance pe-
riod, of organizing and accessing museum information
have gradually changed into digital access catalogues
[1, 2]. Yet, currently many museum information sys-
tems (IS) are merely presenting earlier information in
electronic format. This means the artefacts’ digital rep-
resentations are as prone to information problems, such
as poor quality, incomplete information, and lack of
context, as are their physical counterparts.
Similarly to any organization, digitalizing museums’
different activities and functions can be seen as a pre-
condition for innovating new e-services. As the first step
on this journey, an understanding about the challenges
what may influence and even hinder the digitization en-
deavors is needed.
We focus on the digital collections management sys-
tems in museums for several reasons. First, they are an
expensive investment and when committing to one, mu-
seum is likely to live with it for a decade, if not longer
[3, 4]. Second, digital collections management systems
provide vital support to all information processes in mu-
seums [5]. Third, the systems aren’t only used to man-
age the cultural heritage information but also to collect,
create, ingest, and disseminate it. In other words, they
cover a large portion of activities taking place in the mu-
seums.
In museums, where the focus is hundreds of years
instead of a quarter, careful balancing is required when
embracing new technology and innovative services.
This focus on long-term preservation sets diverse and
often conflicting information needs [6]. Also, the more
individuals and governments are advocating for open
access to the information created on public money, the
more the demand for visual and cultural content in-
creases [7]. How can museums satisfy such a demand
with their existing ways of working?
To answer this need, we take the first step and study
how the museums’ current collection management sys-
tems support digital service creation, and what are the
main challenges there. In order to understand museums
and their challenges, we conducted a two-part qualita-
tive survey among museum experts. Altogether 58 ex-
perts (directors, collection and exhibition curators, IT
experts) first identified different IS related challenges
and then selected the most significant ones. Our results
show that the challenges vary between the groups of ex-
perts, although information accessibility and legal is-
sues are common. Comparing our findings to the litera-
ture [5, 8] reveals commonalities between museums and
other domains, but also reveals some museum specific
challenges.
The paper is organized as follows: First we present
related research and summarize the background. Then
we describe research methods and settings. After report-
ing our findings, they are reflected to the literature and
discussed thoroughly.
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2 Background and related research on mu-
seums and IS
Digitizing cultural heritage is a precondition and a
driver for digitalization and developing digital services.
Digitizing stands for converting previously analog in-
formation into digital format or creating and capturing
digital-born material of museum collections and its
functions. Digitalization instead, a technological para-
digm shift, is a process of integrating digital technolo-
gies into all aspects of life by digitizing everything that
can be digitized.
The literature suggests that many of the general in-
novation challenges are challenges also when digitizing
cultural heritage. They include, for example, lack of re-
sources [9-11], insufficient training [10, 12], technology
[13], and organizational culture [14, 15]. Innovation and
digitalization have long been seen as being essential for
organizational competitiveness and success [16, 17].
Over the past years, the importance of digitizing cultural
heritage in the memory institutions, such as archives, li-
braries and museums, is recognized, as digitizing has
several benefits. It improves the access to the objects
making it easier to find and observe them by museum
professionals, scholars, and the general public. Sec-
ondly, digitization reduces the use of the physical arte-
fact thus helping their long-term preservation [18, 19].
Thirdly, there is positive publicity and increased under-
standing of the work museum [20, 21].
Organization’s ability to innovate and manage them
is influenced by a number of factors. Those include
management and leadership, resources, organizational
structure, technology, knowledge management, corpo-
rate strategy, employees, innovation process, and ulti-
mately, organizational culture [8]. We will next discuss
these factors in the context of museums.
It has been suggested that many issues hindering in-
novation are challenges also in digitizing cultural herit-
age [11, 19, 22]. For example, project management is-
sues, such as understanding the complexity of museum
documentation, its digitization projects and evaluation
of the completed projects, are significant factors also in
museums [23, 24]. Digitization puts new requirements
to the skills and competencies of its employees [25, 26].
Liberal arts education, traditionally valued in the mu-
seum field, has little emphasis on planning and manag-
ing projects, negotiating contracts, or implementing new
technologies [27, 28].
Political realities, national and regional policies, and
political decision-making can change rapidly, and,
change the funding focus [5, 13]. Therefore, little con-
trol over the level of public funding or small unbudgeted
changes in project costs, that would be easy to cover in
the industry, may actually be unsurmountable [2]. Bran-
colini [22] and Anderson [29] offer a break-down of dig-
itization cost structure. Riley-Reid [9] pursues to under-
stand the hidden costs of digitization and how they ac-
crue.
Technology-related literature about museums is nar-
row in terms of scope and depth. Chenhall and Vance
[30] and Sarasan and Neuner [2] bring up different tech-
nical issues when digitizing the cultural heritage. In ad-
dition to digitalizing administrative processes, technol-
ogy is also seen as means to enhance visitor experience
in exhibitions and of accessing information on-line [31,
32]. However, as Bell [13] remarks, technology can also
hinder digitization when there is a need to balance with
political realities, existing infrastructure, and less than
optimal technical solutions.
Large amounts of rich digital content and very di-
verse audience is a challenge [33, 34]. How these can be
linked, urges for interoperability between the systems.
[35, 36]. Non-existing metadata standards, vague infor-
mation management policies and lack of skills and com-
petencies lead to poor systems interoperability [37].
Methodological frameworks [24, 38], conceptual data
models [7], and the use of semantic web technologies
are attempts to structure the museums’ information [39,
40].
In response to the demand for open access, museums
have found legal issues particularly challenging. Owned
and funded by the state and municipalities, several laws
define not only the tasks and duties of museums, but also
procedures they need to comply to, for example, when
procuring new technology. Legal issues are identified as
being the major challenges for digitization [5, 9, 15]. In
addition to the copyright law, intellectual property and
data privacy laws can greatly complicate digitizing of
analog information. According to Akmon [15], clearing
the rights and asking for permissions can consume up to
85% of the time in a digitization project. He also notes
that risk-adverse organizational policies can prevent the
publication and use of the digitized items.
Organizational culture encompasses many of the
previously identified challenges [5, 15]. It has been
identified as the most common factor related to an or-
ganization’s ability to manage innovations [8]. This par-
allels findings that external factors, such as government
policy and legislation, are often beyond the control of a
company [10, 41]. Organizations with long history and
traditions tend to maintain their existing ways of actions.
These traditions can easily turn into serious challenges.
The development of digital services poses chal-
lenges that are not necessarily technical. For example,
Peffers et al. argue for common understanding and in-
terpretation of artifacts, objects, objectives, processes,
and methods in collaborative service development [42].
Multiple viewpoints of customers and service providers
[43] and the importance of business models support [44]
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emphasize effective communication between all stake-
holders and favorable organizational culture. Again,
these challenges are concretized in the museums.
Some challenges seem to be more prevalent in mu-
seums than elsewhere in cultural memory institutions or
in the enterprises. As the museum related literature
mainly focuses on the national level or on the organiza-
tional level covering only a few issues, a comprehensive
understanding has not been provided. As the museums
have mostly been off focus from IS trends; systems de-
velopment and ICT education, IT experts and program-
mers do not necessarily have understanding about the
museum context. This motivates our study.
3 Research settings and methods
Before diving into the details of research methods
and methodological choices, we will present the case
setting, museums in Finland.
3.1 Museums in Finland
Finnish museum sector consists of over 1000 muse-
ums. We focus on those 331 that are professionally op-
erated under 150 different organizations [45].
 Most museums are located in the capital and largest
cities. The network covers the entire country and con-
sists of three national museums, 16 national specialized
museums, as well as 22 provincial museums and 16 re-
gional art museums. The rest are local museums. Most
museums are older than 35 years, and about fifty have
already celebrated their 100th anniversary.
Their costs are mainly covered by public funding
from the state and municipalities. In 2015, the museum
owners invested 245 million euros to the accessibility of
physical and digital cultural heritage. Less than 10 % of
all costs were covered by private funds. In average, the
museums’ own income amounts to 15 % [45].
The averages hide two extremes: only five organiza-
tions have  more than 100 employees, large collections,
and a great number of visitors and visibility. About half
of the museums are in the other extreme: they have less
than 10 employees and smaller collections.
Because of the great heterogeneity by size and by
geographical location, we decided to conduct an exten-
sive exploratory survey on a national level and empha-
size the perspective of individual museum experts. This
provides a more comprehensive view of the challenges
that affect digitalization and innovation than by con-
ducting an organization level survey.
3.2 Research methods
Our exploratory survey [46], which enables us to
identify previously unknown issues in the context of
contemporary museums, consists of two parts. In the
first part, we asked the hand-picked group of museum
experts to reply two open questions about the use of col-
lections management systems in their work. This was
done in the light of a Delphi study cf. [47, 48]. The re-
plies were grouped into 110 statements. In the second
part, the same experts prioritized up to 30 most preva-
lent problems each from the summary.
The survey participants were recruited by snowball
sampling among Finnish museum experts. The first au-
thor, having 15 years of experience in the museum sec-
tor, used her knowledge and identified a group of 40 ex-
perts who were contacted either personally or by e-mail,
and asked them to nominate experienced colleagues. We
were looking for museum directors, senior collections
and exhibition curators (i.e. persons in charge of the
care, research and management of collections, or plan-
ning and implementing exhibitions), IT managers and
software providers. The first three groups are involved
in the most time-consuming tasks and hands-on prac-
tices in museums [49]. IT experts provide a technical
perspective. With these suggestions, the number of ex-
perts doubled into 82 experts. This list was further com-
plemented by using the Finnish Museum Association’s
Phonebook. This resulted in 54 new candidates, making
the final number to 136.
The characteristics for included museum experts
were then defined: at least 3 years of working experi-
ence from national, provincial or regional museum or
from other national memory organization; and manag-
ing national development projects or working as a spe-
cialist in collections software development projects.
Also, suggestions as one being a “trailblazer” or “inno-
vator” were considered. IT experts were not expected to
be employed by the museums but to have experience in
working with them.
This criteria left us with 116 candidates who were
personally invited to take part in the study by e-mails
describing the project, and another having two open
questions. 58 experts participated.
Then we sent another letter with a simple open ques-
tion: When using information systems designed to sup-
port museum work, which features facilitate your daily
work and/or which make it more difficult? Please list six
or more features and explain briefly their consequences
to you or to your organization. The 58 responses yielded
395 entries. On average, each museum expert listed 6.8
features.
Neither data collection with open questions nor our
data analysis utilized any predefined theoretical lens.
The study thus follows exploratory approach [46, 50].
We adopted interpretive qualitative data-driven research
approach [51] where we let the data to speak for itself.
This took place as follows: the responses were listed on
an excel sheet and tagged with initial issues and themes.
If an entry contained several issues, it was broken down.
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This resulted in 549 issues, from which 205 were posi-
tive features facilitating daily work and, hence, excluded
because we deliberately studied the problems rendering
the experts’ work more difficult. This left us with 344
problems. Then similar concepts were merged and cate-
gorized. Resulting 12 categories had 10 to 25 problems
each, amounting to 110 problems in total. Table 1 gives
an example of the process.
Table 1. Illustrative example of our data analysis.
Entry # Entry Issue / Themes
80 origi-
nal
As a person working with exhibitions, I have in general had very little to do with the museum in-formation systems
the reason being that the collections management system of my museum has recently been renewed and using the
old one required special skill which only the collections ex-perts had.
80A As a person working with exhibitions, I have in general had very little
to do with the museum information systems for the reason
The system is only in a use of a clique /
ways of working
80B the collections management system of my museum has recently been
renewed
Implementation of a new system / tech-
nical
80C and using the old one required special skill The system is difficult for an occasional
user / not user-friendly
80D Which only the collections expert had. [special skill] Knowledge is power -attitude of the col-
lections expert / attitudes
In the second round of our survey, we sent these lists to
the same experts and asked them to choose 25–30 prob-
lems that, in their views, are the biggest challenges in
their daily work. We targeted the questionnaire to those
80 experts who had responded positively but not neces-
sarily contributed to the first part. We e-mailed them a
link to an online survey where the categories were ran-
domly reorganized for each respondent to reduce poten-
tial bias of selecting the first ones. The order of prob-
lems within a category; however, remained the same. 60
experts answered, 40 who had also contributed to the
first part.
The number of problems each expert identified var-
ied from 9 to 46. Two experts marking 45 and 46 prob-
lems were asked to redo their selections. Both came
down to 30 problems. Altogether, the average number
of problems was 24.
4 Findings
Twelve categories of problems emerged from the
data. Each category then comprises a number of prob-
lems (challenges). Next, we will discuss them in alpha-
betical order. Then we will focus on each expert group.
4.1 Attitude (7 unique challenges)
Attitude category covers individual’s approach to-
wards colleagues, professional conduct, change, and in-
formation technology. In museums, individual attitudes
and juxtapositions between traditionalists and trailblaz-
ers were evident. For example, [Director 7] articulated
"...Curators ... don't like giving user rights for the mu-
seum IS. ... This gives an impression of Curators as
gatekeepers, deciding who are those to be allowed to
access the IS.” and "… every person records the "same"
data in a different way... neither do they follow catalog-
ing instructions." [Curator 12]
4.2 Skills and competencies (6)
Skills and competencies category considers individ-
ual’s skills and understanding pertaining to IS and busi-
ness administration, or the possibility to obtain them.
Our results highlight the need for “non-museum under-
standing” such as IT, IS, business, and project manage-
ment skills. "…. Our museum doesn't have an IT expert;
instead we, with our liberal arts background, need to
deal with issues we know far too little about." [Curator
1]. "Museums do not have enough understanding of
business administration to manage negotiations [con-
cerning development and implementation of IS] with
different stakeholders." [Curator 20].
4.3 Communication (5)
The individuals’ approaches to collaboration and
communication were most often described as two par-
ties lacking a common language. "… It's difficult to do
business with the IT people because they don't have a
clue what are our needs concerning the [museum] IS.
We are lacking a common language." [Curator 6].
4.4 Content (14)
Content includes the quality and quantity of data and
information created, shared, used, and re-used. This was
the single most concern of the museum experts. A num-
ber of explanations for and dimensions of data quality
were brought up, such as understandability of data, dirty
data "… due to the lack of clear [cataloging] rules, cat-
aloging practices have become heterogeneous, so …
search[results] are not reliable and "cleaning-up" the
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data fields feels a never-ending chore." [Curator 15].
Also, data aggregation "[has] been challenging to map
the local metadata to the common [transfer] format be-
cause the [local] systems use numerous data models."
[IT Expert 16], and inconsistency of data were consid-
ered as problematic since "… part of the data has been
migrated from our previous database to a one we are
using now; the information content of the data fields
does not always correspond to what it should be. ... all
of the above slow down searches and leaves part of the
material/data outside the search[results] ..." [Curator
12]..
4.5 Lack of resources (10)
Museums are lacking various resources; human, fi-
nancial and physical. [Curator 20] brought up financial
issues directly:"... The cost [of IS] is continuously in-
creasing, maintenance is expensive, and they'll put a fig-
ure on every small change. These prices are not always
foreseeable. We cannot be prepared for [the price in-
crease]..." However, this kind of references were rare.
Instead, the lack of resources was related to the lack of
personnel or time. "Most of strategic activities, such as
research, collecting, and documenting, remain insuffi-
cient due to the lack of resources ..." [Director 4]. "There
are no personnel devoted to museum IS. Those with a
responsibility for developing museum databases have to
do it in addition to other duties.... No one oversees the
crucial IS or monitors the technical developments…on
a regular bases. ..." [Director 12]
4.6 Legal issues (5)
Legal issues cover challenges related to legislation
concerning museum work. These challenges are likely
to be public sector specific as they are governed by EU
and national laws, and by international agreements. Two
types emerged from out data: "Personal privacy act is
equally problematic as the copyright law… there is a lot
of obscurity how the law should be interpreted when the
museums want to publish their data.” [Curator 19]. Con-
sequently, both unclarity of interpretations and clarity of
costs accrued by obeying the law can hold back muse-
ums from digitizing. The latter is particularly true for art
museums since [Exhibition curator 7]: "…work relies
on images. Current legislation doesn't allow a [digital]
exhibition of the copyrighted images of art works out-
side the physical boundaries of the organization holding
the title [without significant copyright charges]."
4.7 Missing functionality (13)
Missing functionality includes issues where a signif-
icant workflow is not supported by the museum IS, for
example when cataloging information of photographs:
"There are no functions that would speed up cataloging,
such as entering the data of a larger group of objects at
once." [Curator 12]. It also encompasses entirely unsup-
ported processes such as conservation, exhibition, and
loan in/out processes: "There is no place to enter infor-
mation regarding the conservation of the object in the
IS." [Director 6].
4.8 Organizational culture (11)
Values, practices, and beliefs and their impact on the or-
ganization’s ability to change. Organizational culture
thus considers challenges related to collaboration, com-
munication, risk, and organizational learning. Our find-
ings show that museums tend to be generally risk averse.
Yet, there might be more risk-takers than in average be-
cause we particularly looked for trailblazers and inno-
vators. On one hand, the organizational culture have
however remained unchanged: "the work processes in
museums are inherently the same as a decade or half a
century ago even if the operating environment has com-
pletely changed. ..." [Director 4] and "the museums are
rigid and set in their ways. ..." [IT Expert 15]. On the
other hand, different expert groups admit that there is an
inherent strive to do things “my way” which leads to:
"... the lack of common practices and many different col-
lections management systems. ..." [IT Expert 14] and
"the lack of standards." [Curator 22].
4.9 Political issues (7)
Political issues and decision-making affect muse-
ums’ funding, strategies, and information policies.
Changing political winds are likely to be a public sector
specific issue. Political decisions, made on the national
and municipal levels, were the ones most strongly per-
ceived by our experts. "...The lack of national coordina-
tion and steering of digitization is a major issue, and
now [the Ministry] is funding everyone to reinvent the
wheel. ..." [Director 8]. The political issues also emerge
on daily activities, since "[there are] difficulties of de-
veloping something native to the museum field: software
development projects are done by the [City] IT services.
The museum IS doesn't have a high priority there". [Cu-
rator 22].
4.10 Technical issues (9)
Technical challenges ranged from the implementa-
tion of a new IS to the bugs and errors in existing sys-
tems. Here the challenges varied in how critical or wide-
reaching they were. For example, statements such as
"our new IS is on the implementation phase so we have
problems with the work in progress, user access ..."
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[Exhibition curator 2], "we face big problems, year after
year. They are the result of migrating information from
one system to another..." [Curator 18], "there is not only
a need to improve the museum IS but also fix different
errors and problems. This takes a lot of time" [Curator
1] and "... after a software update, we couldn't enter new
locations in the database. This happened when we were
moving collections to a new warehouse." [Curator 23]
were common.
4.11 Technical infrastructure (7)
Technical infrastructure category comprises hard-
ware, software, and network resources and services.
With these issues, most individual museum experts
stated they have little possibilities to do anything by
themselves. The decisions are generally made in the mu-
nicipality (or in the owner organization). The most com-
mon issue was the lack of mobile access: " … if I would
list one single thing, it would be getting a remote con-
nection to the [museum's] database, so I could update it
from where ever I happen to be." [Curator 8]. As muse-
ums are a small sector in a municipality, they often felt
their needs for special software were ignored: "The city
IS aren't in the development frontline, but old hardware
and software are in use." [Curator 22]. This ignorance
concretized in specific needs, such as when transferring
large image and AV files: "It is a real problem how
slowly the systems upload the images and provide infor-
mation [of search results]." [Director 3]
4.12 Usability (16)
Many commonly used museum IS are in the end of
their life cycle. This was reflected in a number of issues
 related to their poor Usability. The IT experts articu-
lated this: "If using the IS needs constant training and
users don't know how to use it functions, the system can
be too complex. Designing a new user interface would
be of great significance." [IT Expert 15]. The users
agreed and asked for intuitive solutions: "The system is
not particularly user friendly and intuitive." [Exhibition
curator 2], "... the logic of the software we use is unnec-
essarily complex ..." [Exhibition curator 9], and for bet-
ter support for their workflows: "…Entering infor-
mation [of one object] is scattered over many different
pages and forms." [Curator 16].
4.13 Four expert perspectives
After identifying these emerging categories, we used
them in our second survey to find out a prioritized list of
problems perceived by different expert groups. A top
twenty list of problems for each of the expert groups is
shown in Table 2. The challenges are ordered by im-
portance to illustrate the differences between the groups.
The results show significant differences between the
expert groups. Few challenges are related to colleagues’
attitude or political decision-making. Instead, infor-
mation quality and quantity (Content) and organiza-
tional culture are emphasized by every group. Usability
issues are ranked highest only by the exhibition cura-
tors.This is not surprising, since IS are used for manag-
ing collections.
One third of the experts were curators. They were
from all parts of the country and sizes of organizations
The major challenges that set Curators apart from all
other groups are their concern of Content (data quality)
and the lack of resources, notably the lack of time. Ad-
ditionally, Attitude was a challenge shared between the
curators and museum directors. The former felt that their
co-workers have negative attitude towards museum IS,
Unwillingness to address these issues affected their
daily work. “Not even museums themselves appreciate
Table 2. Most significant perceived problems using museum IT by different groups of experts.
# of problems / category by group of experts Max # of prob-
lems/category
Category Curator Exhibit IT Director All Avg. #
Content 5 3 4 2 14 3,50 14
Legal issues 2 2 4 4 12 3,00 5
Organizational culture 2 3 3 4 12 3,00 11
Usability 1 6 1 1 9 2,25 16
Communication 2 2 2 2 8 2,00 5
Lack of resources 4 2 0 2 8 2,00 10
Technical issues 2 2 3 1 8 1,25 9
Capabilities 0 1 1 2 4 1,00 6
Missing functionality 1 1 1 0 3 0,75 13
Political issue 0 0 1 1 2 0,50 7
Technical infrastructure 0 0 1 1 2 0,50 7
Attitude 1 0 0 0 1 0,25 7
Total 20 20 20 80 20,00 110
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the work done with collections. Collections department
often loses the battle of resources to exhibitions and
event productions” [Curator 20].
Exhibition curators formed a small and geograph-
ically diverse group. They voiced the concerns of the in-
formation users but were seldom active in entering in-
formation to IS themselves, or providing comments on
the systems renewal. This puts Content (data quality)
and Organizational culture high on their list of chal-
lenges. Exhibition curators stand out from other experts
because of the emphasis in poor IT business alignment.
This is concretized in the accumulation of six challenges
in Usability.
Seasoned IT experts seem to be a scarce resource for
Finnish museums. Those few, actually employed in the
museums, seldom have a formal IT/IS training, but hold
the position because of their personal interest. The “ex-
ternal-to-museum” IT experts typically work in large
national projects, in different cultural heritage organiza-
tions, or in companies developing IS for museums and
other customers.
The issues hindering IT experts revolve around four
almost equal categories of challenges: Organizational
culture that produces heterogeneous data (Content) that
is difficult to aggregate; Technical issues, largely caused
by the systems renewal and migrating heterogeneous
data; and Legal issues that restrict publishing aggregated
data. IT Experts are the only ones not mentioning the
lack of resources as a challenge.
Museum directors were mostly from the metropoli-
tan area, of municipal and foundation-owned museums.
Similar to IT experts, some directors were not employed
by museums but by external organizations, such as na-
tional cultural heritage institutions. From one hand, this
distances the directors from the everyday life of muse-
ums but, from the other, gives them a better overall un-
derstanding of the needs of managing museums.
The directors identify Organizational culture and
Legal issues as the biggest category of challenges. Di-
rectors see themselves only as occasional users of the
museum IS, not being confident about their IT skills
(Skills and competencies). Yet they often reflect their
own Attitudes, admitting to be unwilling to use or to
learn the IS. Directors are – of all expert groups – the
least concerned about data quality (Content).
5 Discussion
In this paper, we have studied the first steps in de-
veloping digital services in museums. We sought under-
standing how the museums’ current collection manage-
ment systems support digital service creation and what
are the main challenges there. Next, we will compare
our data-driven findings to previous research in the con-
texts of industry and digitization.
The quality and quantity of information (Content)
impacts most processes in museums. These challenges
are largely related to finding the data and assessing its
quality, as well as sharing and aggregating information.
This affects the quality of expert’s own work and deci-
sion-making. Since the collections—and information re-
lated to them—are the focus of museums, Content issues
are emphasized. The problems with heterogeneous and
incomplete information, intrinsic to cultural heritage
field, have been recognized in earlier studies but from
the viewpoint of explaining the historical developments
and basic assumption [2, 7]. Our study offers insights
about the dimensions of information quality to different
expert groups and about the impacts of poor quality.
This concern has not been acknowledged in the industry
context [8].
Legislation-driven challenges are likely to be public
sector specific because of the museums’ governance
model. Akmon [15] and Navarrete [5] identified the
consequences legislation can have in draining resources
from digitization projects and argued about wasted dig-
itization investments when digitized material is either
withdrawn from the internet or cannot be published due
to the fear of possible legal consequences. Our findings
parallel these. Earlier the fear of legal consequences af-
fected mainly art museums, reducing the amount of data
opened and published in the internet. The new data pri-
vacy law may paralyze digitization and innovation also
in historical museums. Altogether legislation changes
have an impact on IS development and accrue additional
costs. They set new requirements for data entries, which,
with a large backlog of historical data that do not com-
ply to current laws, makes it very difficult to digitize the
collections. In the worst case, existing data is com-
pletely withdrawn from the public web sites.
Political decision-making related challenges are
missing from innovation literature [8]. Being public or-
ganizations, museums are often in the frontline of the
battle for resources. Yet this issue has mostly been ap-
proached from the economical perspective [5, 13]. Alt-
hough our findings are in line with problems caused by
the changing funding focus, we provide a more com-
plete understanding of the impact of political decision-
making on national or municipal levels. The hindrance
is not only financial, but extends also to insufficient co-
ordination of local and national level initiatives. As
Finnish municipalities are autonomous, they have usu-
ally acquired IS and set different working practices by
themselves, independently from other organizations.
This creates major challenges in data integration on na-
tional and international levels [3, 4]. Although the situ-
ation is gradually changing, the adoption of interna-
tional or national standards for museum IS is very slow.
An organization’s ability to change is seen as one of
the most significant preconditions and drivers for
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innovation [8]. In museums, where the focus is hundreds
of years instead of a few years, careful balancing is re-
quired when embracing newest technology [16]. The
need for long-term preservation sets diverse and con-
flicting information needs. Our results parallel previous
studies. The conflict between a strong museum identity
and the need to change is evident.
Our findings associated with strong “individual” and
organizational cultures prompted an Attitude category.
As tens of years of service in the museum is not unusual,
many tasks and processes are personified, undocu-
mented, and jealously guarded. This makes the creation
of common practices difficult. Also siloed organizations
and the lack of common terminology hinder the situa-
tion. Altogether the issues of Communication, Attitude,
and Organizational culture have been identified with
varying levels of detail and terminology earlier [8].
Doerr [7] underlines communication in the context
of interdisciplinary, international working groups devel-
oping standards for museum IS. Our findings pinpoint
two aspects. Firstly, most of the trained IT experts are
not employed by the museums. This reduces chances for
informal communication and learning. Secondly, mu-
seum experts do not lack the motivation to communicate
with IT experts but the problem remains in “not know-
ing how to” communicate with them. Missing a com-
mon language points to missing Skills and competen-
cies.
Missing Skills and insufficient training of museum
professionals responsible for IT and managing projects
is well known [12, 26]. Liberal arts education, tradition-
ally valued in the museum field, has little emphasis on
practical management or IT related skills [27, 28]. Our
results show that regardless the high educational re-
quirements of museum staff, the competencies tend to
be narrow and domain-specific. We thus confirm extant
literature and suggest that the lack of competencies,
such as (project) management and IT / IS related under-
standing, forms a significant challenge of digitization
and innovation in museums.
Lack of resources seems to be a challenge for both
industry and public sector. Coping mechanisms just dif-
fer. While [8] discuss various types of resources and
how to manage them, our study rather supports [2]’s ar-
gument about museums’ tight budgets and low levels of
funding. Even if the lack of resources can spark innova-
tion, our results indicate four patterns of short-sighted
managerial decisions that can further drain the organi-
zation’s resources. Using trainees or temporary staff for
data entry and ad hoc IS projects drains knowledge re-
sources when people leave and can have a negative im-
pact on the Content (data quality) because of unexperi-
enced personnel. Neither enough time is used in evalu-
ating the projects and what can be learned from them,
nor adopting international standards and best practices.
Challenges in categories of Technical issues, Usabil-
ity, Missing functionalities, and Technical infrastructure
relate to poor quality IT systems and poor IT-business
alignment. They illustrate the confusion of museum ex-
perts in an uncommon ground, as for example, usability
issues have not been addressed before from the perspec-
tive of experts digitizing, entering or analyzing the in-
formation. Instead museum visitors and public web-
service users have been studied [52].
Finally, some industry specific innovation chal-
lenges were absent: innovation process, corporate strat-
egy, and various management and leadership issues. In
digitization and museum context, these issues are often
discussed on a more general level. They emerge as a va-
riety of information management or project manage-
ment issues, and are categorized under organizational
culture—unlike in industry where management and cor-
porate strategies are significant factors per se [8].
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied how the museums’
current collection management systems support digital
service creation, and what are the main challenges.
Our data is derived from a two-part survey among
museum and IT experts. It reveals twelve different cat-
egories of issues when the museums use IS for their ac-
tivities. Understanding the domain and context where
the change initiatives are going to take place is the first
step to improve processes, practices, and systems [53].
Hence, identifying the challenges, their instances, and
identifying the differences between the expert groups
are our main contribution.
First, the categories provide rich insights into the
challenges and how individual actors perceive them.
This kind of analysis has not been done before as the
focus has mostly been on the national and institutional
level. Second, the insights improve our understanding
about the challenges and possible conflicts between in-
dividuals, their museums, municipalities and national
level organizations. Third, the analysis illustrates differ-
ences in challenges between the groups of experts.
Fourth, the impacts of emerging legislation (namely
data privacy act) are evident to public sector organiza-
tions but will similarly affect all organizations.
Similarly, practitioners can adapt the findings to
overcome the problems in practice. For example, the
findings can help to target future development endeav-
ors better. This may happen by a more comprehensive
system development approach, with a broader set of us-
ers and actors, and systems integration [54].
The study has certain limitations. Although the data
is derived from several museums and experts, it repre-
sents a single country. Hence, the challenges and how
they are perceived may differ depending on the context,
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governance mechanisms, political situation, and culture.
Some of the differences in relation to the previous liter-
ature can be explained by the different sizes of museums
and the nature of the organizations (public sector vs. in-
dustry), while other studies are largely domain specific
(e.g. Legal issues, Content). The sample of experts leans
towards employees of larger museums (20+ employees)
since our experts are seldom working in the smallest or-
ganizations. This limits comparability.
Our study sheds light on a little studied topic and or-
ganizations. The findings can be used as a basis for de-
veloping and conducting e.g. larger quantitative surveys
on different countries or domains. As the museums and
their practices have evolved over the hundreds of years,
the changes caused by digitization and innovation will
challenge the whole domain, professions and their exist-
ence. Our findings can thus be adopted when studying
any organizations with long traditions and history.
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